On its face, this remit looks like good news for Australian documentary producers. But some suggest a less straightforward future for a documentary sector negotiating new forms of digital delivery; pressures and rewards for larger broadcast audience shares; and growing presumptions that both financing and content will be globalised (Hogarth 2006 status. The views of the documentary sector, in public forums, the industry press and on-line discussions, were less unanimous. This paper attempts to identify some of the trends in these discussions about the 'institutional framework' among the 'community of practitioners' (Nichols 2001) and to consider the relation of those discussions to Australia's history of documentary production and regulation.
A Brief History of Australian Documentary Production
Documentary production constitutes only a small proportion of Australian audiovisual production yet it provides the thread of continuity running through over a century of Australian filmmaking. Such productions met contemporary needs and developed a store of archival material; and some, such as John Heyer's The Back of Beyond (1954) , were among the earliest Australian films to win international acclaim.
The first Australian documentary was an international co-production recording the 1896 Melbourne Cup. Soon, Australian governments were using motion pictures to market their resources and promote migration (Laughren 1995) .
The Commonwealth became directly involved in film production in 1911 when the Department of External Affairs appointed James Campbell as its inaugural Cinematographer. He held the post for just eighteen months before conflicts due to his 'tendency to strive after "artistic" effects' led to dismissal. A report on Campbell's sacking established the policy for much subsequent production:
The Department simply requires prints of useful advertising value of good technical quality, sharp and clear. To meet the demand of the High Commissioner's Office, for the present at any rate, 'artistic' quality must, to a large extent be sacrificed to quantity. (Cooper 1965: 44) Bert Ive, his successor, died in the job in 1939. During that time the Cinema Branch moved from External Affairs to the Development and Migration Commission and finally to the Department of Markets. But the purpose of all its production is summed up in the title of the file documenting its activities: "Advertising Australia".
The Second World War, however, saw changes in the nature of Commonwealth Government documentary production. Increasingly, documentary was recognised as a medium to break down sectionalism, promote national viewpoints and, in Grierson's words, 'bring into the public imagination the problems, responsibilities and achievements of Government' (in Moran and O'Regan 1985:72) . When the Australian National Film Board -the precursor of Film Australia -was established in 1945, a member emphasised it is not just a Government propaganda machine, In their own productions, they seek to give a true and objective picture of Australian problems, to encourage self criticism rather than complacency, to inform rather than to sell a policy. (Shirley & Adams 1983:177) From the coming of television in the mid 1950s until the 1980s, broadcast in-house factual production made an increasingly important contribution to documenting Australian life. But since the late 1980s, inhouse documentary production has largely been replaced by an independent documentary sector for whom the programming schedule used by television -still the primary commissioner and audience for documentary -has taken on an ever more decisive role. (FitzSimons 2002) What can be drawn from this historical schema? At the least, it suggests it may be worth pondering whether the tensions between artistry and efficiency; propaganda and analysis; gate keeping and access; institution and independence; or cinema and television; retain any currency. Overall, while this data may offer little insight into the emerging on-line delivery of documentary programming, it does confirm that public policy and government agency investment decisions and public broadcaster programming strategies play a decisive role in framing the documentary slate in Australia for "benefits, such as the enhancement of a national culture, that may be generated as a market externality" (Papandrea1997:66).
A Picture of Recent Documentary Production in Australia
Addressing parliament, the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Arts, Peter Garrett, made it clear that this policy will continue since 'Without strong Government support, Australian voices on our screens would be considerably muted'. Commenting on a documentary on the HMAS Sydney, he noted it wouldn't have been made at a profit. It probably won't sell at a profit.
Australian taxpayers have supported making that film. It's a tremendous and important national benefit. (Lateline 2008) This rhetoric of 'Australian voices', 'national benefit', and the recognition of market failure, strikes familiar notes from arguments for regulating and supporting national cultural production.
What is a Documentary and What Does It Do?
When the documentary is increasingly seen as one generic element in a mix of factual programming (Hill 2007) , it is worth identifying just which of Before television -and even now at the cinema -documentary can be understood by what it is not: a 'non-fiction', clearly differentiated from the dominant fare exhibited theatrically. After television, the fact that half of all programming might be termed 'non-fiction' demanded more stringent definition and posed a dilemma for documentary's broadcast regulation (Corner 2000) .
Historically, documentary has not been a stable object but an evolving set of co-existing practices constantly re-worked in light of new production and distribution technologies (Barnouw 1993) 
Documentary Making and Australian Television
During the first two decades of transmission, the Commonwealth Film Unit (Film Australia) rarely screened its work on television. The national broadcaster, the ABC, concentrated on non-fictional programming marked by journalistic modes of production, and commercial television produced a corresponding range of current affairs and 'features'. However, these programs regularly contained strong documentary elements (Raymond 1999; Beilby & Lansell 1982: 70-79,146-154) . McMurchy identifies a continuing trend: the influence of international developments in public broadcasting and documentary forms; exemplified by series such as Chequerboard with its 'verite' style addressing previously taboo subjects such as homosexuality (in Murray 1994:181) .
From the early 1970s, an independent documentary sector developed in Australia, often supported by the AFC, which screened through festivals, small-scale cinema releases, filmmakers' co-operatives and educational organizations (Treole 1982) . By the late seventies some independent documentary producers found themselves selling their documentaries to overseas networks such as the BBC and American PBS while unable to sell to Australian television (Beilby & Lansell 1982:148-153) . Of course, the broadcasters might claim that they are already engaging with the digital future with regular post-broadcast on-line forums and the expectation that project pitches must now routinely include multi-platform outcomes.
Some Considerations for Documentary Policy Makers
In the period leading up to the establishment of Screen Australia, much of the Without experimentation, the documentary loses its value; without experimentation, the documentary ceases to exist.
